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West Island School

School Values
Vision
For every student to be the best they can be

Mission
Exceptional learning opportunities that emphasise achievement, personal fulfilment, service to others, learning
skills and responsible global citizenship

Values
West Island School expects students, alumni, parents and staff to share and be guided by our core values:
Commitment:

being responsible for ourselves and others through service and action

Community:

uniting people for peace, friendship and a sustainable future

Compassion:

acting with empathy and kindness towards others

Consideration: accepting and understanding others to avoid prejudice and intolerance
Courage:

reaching beyond our comfort zone

Aims
At West Island School, our learners are inspired and motivated to:
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Take ownership of their own learning
Collaborate in authentic, inquiry led learning experiences that are personally meaningful
Master learning through a sustained process that asks us to produce, review, evaluate and refine
Embrace challenge and support for all aspects of learning: physical, social, emotional and cognitive
Grow determination and resilience by reflecting on individual challenges and character strengths
Experience a broad and flexible curriculum that can be personalised to individual interests, talents and
abilities
Capitalise on the differences in our community creating strength from diversity
Engage in inter-cultural learning with global partners experiencing other languages, countries and cultures
Embrace a diverse range of experiences beyond the classroom

Introduction
West Island School (WIS) aims to provide all students with access to an education that prepares them to
succeed in universities and careers. Part of being a responsible global citizen is understanding that social
media and digital communications are essential parts of our world today. It is important to recognise that
access to information can result in tremendous advantages, but it can also create new responsibilities of
which students, parents and the WIS community (teaching/non-teaching) should be aware of.
These guidelines have been created as a resource for students, parents and members of WIS community
(teaching/non-teaching) to refer to when faced with social media dilemmas.
This guide provides information about how to use social media responsibly, both within and outside of the
school community by:




Outlining recommendations for healthy social media communications
Providing ideas about how to create a smart digital footprint
Informing you about what to do if you become aware of dangerous postings or other hurtful
information

Please note: this document provides general guidance and does not cover every potential social media
situation. Please use personal discretion when dealing with situations that are not outlined in this guidance
and/or ask for help if you are unsure of how to handle any incomprehensible social media query/situation.
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What is Social Media?
Social Media is any form of online publication or presence that allows interactive communication, including
social networks, blogs, photo-sharing platforms, internet websites, internet forums, and wikis. Examples of
social media include, but are not limited to:









Social Networking sites (Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, LinkedIn, Instagram, Snapchat, Whatsapp)
Microblogging (Twitter)
Blogs (Wordpress, Blogger)
Wikis (Wikispaces, Google Sites)
Image sharing sites (Flickr, Picasa, Photobucket, Pinterest)
Video sharing sites (YouTube, UStream)
Social Bookmarking (Dingo, Delicious)
Podcasting and Videocasting

Some examples of social media uses include:





Blogging about films, sports or news events
Posting updates or activities on your Facebook page
Using Google Hangout to work on a class project with classmates
Posting an image from your weekend at the beach on Instagram

Why WIS needs Social Media?
As a part of our communication strategy, we have added elements of social media to assist with our
communication techniques. We have chosen to push news and information through various social media
channels so that we can constantly update and remind students, parents and the wider community of the WIS
vision and culture, latest news, announcements and events. Via the likes of Facebook and Twitter, we are
able to provide you with real-time information, direct efficient messages and promote community outreach. We
understand the power of social media and its impact on the greater community, and we want to use these
channels to showcase WIS.
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General Guidelines
The general guidelines of etiquette for students, parents and members of the WIS community (teaching/nonteaching), who use school related social media include:







Be aware of the permanency of the internet before posting. Once something is sent out, it may be
permanent and unable to be retracted
Act responsibly since everything online may be accessible to the public
Treat others with respect, protect confidential information and rights of others, and obey
copyright laws
Post positive, meaningful, and thoughtful comments
Disagree courteously, without disparaging comments
Members of the WIS community (teaching/non-teaching) must not “friend” students on personal social
media, and must avoid overly personal emails, texts, or communications with students on school
related social media, and must keep any communication with parents/guardians professional
*If you are member of staff at WIS and you have a child currently enrolled at the school, we
encourage you to be aware of how you are portrayed via your child’s social media pages. You may
want to keep your privacy settings at maximum which allows only selected people to view any posts
you are “tagged” in or images you appear in.
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Students and Social Media
To maintain a safe and productive learning environment, WIS requires all students who access social
networking sites to carefully consider the following:


Pause before you post
Remember that once you have posted a comment online, you may not be able retract or take it back. It
may seem harmless when you post it, but it may be insensitive, harmful and offensive. It is acceptable to
disagree with someone else’s opinion, however, do it in a respectful way. As guidance, always take a few
minutes to reflect and re-read your comment. Also consider that your comment could negatively affect a
future opportunity for you, i.e. a university or job interview. Also remember, that online posts are never
completely deleted. And so, when posting an aggressive comment, it is important to ask yourself, “Is this
post something I can live with?”



Consider your digital footprint
A digital footprint is the reputation and lineage you leave online. This can include material posted on
blogs, mentions on websites and images you share on various social media platforms. As mentioned
previously, your online actions may leave a permanent record online and so, be cautious about what you
share online and how it would appear to family, friends, universities and future employers. Universities
and employers often conduct a quick social media search of all candidates and take search results into
account when making decisions. Experts suggest and encourage students learn to use social media
constructively and as a platform to demonstrate interests in a positive manner.



Safety is a priority
There are many ways to protect yourself online. For starters, only accept friend requests from people you
know. Use caution in interacting with people you have never met and refrain from giving out personal
details such as your address, Hong Kong Identity Card number, phone number and/or pictures. Do not
share your passwords with friends or strangers, always close browsers, and log off computers once you
have completed your session. It is always smart to adjust your privacy settings on your social media
accounts to maximum. Each social media platform has a different default setting, so you should determine
how much access to your personal information you want unknown people to have and adjust accordingly.
If you find materials and/or posts that you feel are inappropriate or disrespectful, tell a parent, teacher or
trusted adult.



Online bullying is serious
Online bullying involves the use of electronic technology to hurt or harm people online. It has various
forms and includes, but is not limited to:
 Sending offensive text messages and/or emails
 Posting incorrect and false statements which can create rumours
 Circulating embarrassing photos of a friend or classmate online
Be cautious of what you may consider a harmless joke as this may actually constitute online bullying.
Please refer to The West Island Code of Conduct for consequences if you are found bullying online.
If you are the victim of online bullying or witness it in action, it is important not to retaliate. You should
forward evidence of the content to a parent, teacher or a trusted adult. De-friend, block and remove
people who commit online bullying, and if you are a victim, it is always good to save these messages as
proof for a later investigation. If you hear about or observe or are a victim of online bullying, report the
behaviour and get help immediately. You can tell a parent, teacher or a trusted adult. If the behaviour is
school-related, print out the messages and provide them to a member of staff you trust.
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Various violations
Be aware that some images and documents may also be under copyright laws. Always verify you
have permission to use the image before posting or circulating. West Island School’s plagiarism rules
apply to social media too – don’t say it is your work if it isn’t. If in doubt, cite your source with the URL.
Linking to other websites is encouraged, especially if they support your thoughts and ideas. However,
make sure to read the entire article and ensure it is appropriate for people to read. Additionally, do not
misrepresent yourself by using someone else’s identity, this is a serious offence.



There is no right to privacy when you are using school-related social media
When you are using school’s devices or servers, the school is allowed to review and/or remove your
post. Additionally, the school will take action if you are found committing any of the following offences:
 Causing harm to others or damaging technology-related property
 Gaining or attempting to gain unauthorised access to school systems
 Engaging in criminal or unlawful activities online



Online integrity
You are responsible for your actions online. By choosing an alias, you cannot hide as there are ways
to link back and track the original author of the content, i.e. through an IP address. Therefore, it is best
to be accurate, post honest information and be accountable for what you say. It is best to also assume
that everyone has access to reading your content online. If you are unsure about the content of your
post, you can always ask a parent, teacher or trusted adult to review it beforehand. By default,
remember: what is inappropriate in the classroom is inappropriate online.



Maintain professionalism
You should follow proper writing techniques and convention when posting online. Check for proper
grammar, capitalisation and punctuation.
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Parents and Social Media
Parents are important partners in developing safe and appropriate use of social media. Parents are
encouraged to read and understand the following:


Parental Responsibilities
Since your child is a minor, you are responsible for their actions online. You may want to collect their
usernames and passwords for monitoring purposes.



Constant Monitoring
Monitor your child’s use of social media. You should be friends with your children on all social media
platforms in order to view and screen your child’s online posts. It is best to be involved and aware of
your child’s online activities. In the event that you notice any inappropriate behaviour, report it to
school authorities.



Have Frequent Conversations
Talk frankly to your child about proper online relationships and behaviour. Explain consequences of
misbehaving online, how it can impact their future and their home life too. It is good to have open
discussions on the dangers of being online, i.e. befriending strangers, contacting and being contacted
by strangers.



Useful Tips
Here are some useful tips to assist you as you guide your child through social media:
 Students under the age of 13 are not permitted to join Facebook. However, since there is no
real way to enforce this, you will need to decide when your child is allowed to have a
Facebook account
 You can check and set internet and Facebook privacy settings to the strictest which will
protect the user and computer too from viruses and malware
 Filtering software can help check on various specs including time spent online, computer
activity, monitor social media sites, block chats, filter content and much more
 Monitor all posts and images your child puts online. Many parents even ask their children to
seek their permission and approval before posting

Cyber Safety Advice to Parents


Cyber Curfew
Children aged 11 years old are recommended by medical experts to have around 9 1/2 hours
uninterrupted sleep every night. This recommendation decreases slowly with age so a 16 year old is
recommended to have 9 hours uninterrupted sleep.
(http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/Childrenssleep/Pages/howmuchsleep.aspx)
To ensure students get sufficient sleep it is recommended that parents establish a cyber-curfew with
their children. A cyber curfew is clearly demarcated time after which no devices, particularly
smartphones, are allowed into the child's bedroom. It is advised that parents establish this rule as
early as possible and stick to it. The cyber curfew should not be compromised whereby a child keeps
their phone in their room to act as their alarm clock.
It is further advised that parents additionally create a digital wind-down routine, whereby their children
stop using their digital devices for a period of 1 hour prior to their bedtime.
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Family Media Agreement
A family media agreement is an agreement between a child and their parents about how the child will
use their smart devices and technology. It should be drawn-up in conjunction with a child and not
imposed upon them. It should clearly outline expectations of a child's digital device use and the
reasons behind those expectations, it should additionally recognise that social technology is an
important aspect of a child's life. A family media agreement should include the family's cyber

curfew. The agreement should recognise that there are rights and responsibilities running both ways
and that in addition to keeping the child safe a parent should also act as a good role model and
demonstrate good digital device usage to their child.
West Island School recommends that parents together with their child create a family media
agreement. This should be regularly revisited, perhaps at the start of each school year or whenever a
new device enters the household. The following document is recommended as a starting point for
your family's Family Media Agreement:
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/pdfs/fma_all.pdf
Break Down Technology Barriers

Discuss the risks and dangers
If children are old enough to use technology and the Internet, they are old enough for a conversation
about the dangers. You don’t need to scare children or be too explicit, but they should understand the
risks. Regularly communicating openly about the Internet means all members of the family develop a
healthy attitude to its use.
Set boundaries
Setting some rules about use of the Internet and technology has a number of benefits for children and
families. Boundaries could include certain restrictions on use of social media and the agreement that
the child befriends their parent on all social media platforms they use. It is recommended that the
parent holds the passwords for the child's social media accounts. As children get older they should be
given more freedom, but it’s a good idea to limit the amount of time they can spend online and the
sites they can access. Age restrictions on computer games should reflect the age certification of the
game being played.
Install parental controls
The digital age has expanded the world for children, but there are some things they should not be
allowed to see. Parental controls can be set on broadband and mobile networks, on individual devices
or on search engines. They can be used to prevent children accessing age-inappropriate content,
purchasing apps and changing passwords and privacy settings.
Explore their online world together
The Internet is a fantastic resource for education, and fun, spending time on the Internet with your
child means they can explore in a safe and controlled way and you can gain a valuable perspective on
your child's interests. It gives you a nonthreatening opportunity to raise your concerns about issues
related to the internet. Children will develop their technology skills and boundaries heavily based on
observing how you use your devices and technology.
Raise awareness of cyberbullying
Social media and the Internet have changed the way children experience bullying, but its effects are
still devastating. Cyberbullying can happen via email, gaming platforms, text and on social networks. It
takes many forms, including harassment, threats and intimidation and publicly posting personal
information about another person. Have open conversations with children about cyberbullying, and
encourage them to talk to you if they become a victim.
You can help your child better understand bullying by working together to describe situations that may
or may not demonstrate the behavior. You can then talk about solutions for the various scenarios you
create together. For example, you might say, “Jamie starts spreading rumors about you and a boy
that you’re friends with at school. Is that bullying?”
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Get Technology Savvy
To teach your child how to stay safe online you are going to have to be tech savvy, you need to
understand how your tech works. Spend some time familiarising yourself with technology to better
help your child stay safe.

Useful Contacts

Title

Name

Email

Business Manager

Michelle Stokes

michelle.stokes@wis.edu.hk

Learning Technologies Leader

Hugh Brown

hugh.brown@wis.edu.hk

System Analyst

Jimmy Villanueva

jimmy.villanueva@wis.edu.hk

Communications Officer

Roshni Mulchandani

roshni.mulchandani@wis.edu.hk

WIS Social Media Platforms
Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/westislandschool/

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/wis_hk/

Instagram:

https://instagram.com/wis_hk/

Google +:

https://plus.google.com/+WisEduHkg/

YouTube:

https://youtube.com/user/WISVids/
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West Island School
250 Victoria Road, Pokfulam, Hong Kong
Tel: 2819 1962

Fax: 2816 7257

Email: wis@wis.edu.hk
Website: www.wis.edu.hk

